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Abstract 

The time dependence of Bi-E mixing has been measured using a sample 
of 150,000 hadronic 2’ decays collected by the SLD experiment at the SLC 
between 1993 and 1995. The analysis identifies the semileptonic decays of B 
mesons with high (p,pt) leptons and reconstructs the B meson decay length 
and charge by vertexing the lepton with a partially reconstructed D meson. 
Vertex charge is used to enrich the selection of neutral over charged B mesons. 

This method results in a sample of 581 neutral decays with high charge purity. 
The B candidate is tagged at production with a combined tag that exploits the 
large polarized b forward-backward asymmetry in conjunction with the oppo- 
site hemisphere b jet charge. The final state is tagged by the sign of the high 
(p, pt) lepton. From our preliminary analysis we find a mass difference between 
the two Bi mass eigenstates of, Am, = 0.452 f 0.074(&t) f O.O49(syst) ps-l. 
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1 Introduction 

Bz-E mixing occurs via a second order weak interaction in complete analogy to 

the mixing observed in the K” - F system. The flavor eigenstates of the B” are 

written in terms of the mass eigenstates Br and J3z, as B” = (Br + &)/a and 

p = (Br - I&)/&. Unlike th e neutral kaon system the difference between the B 

meson lifetimes is expected to be small. Hence, the probability that a meson created 

as a B” (F) will decay as a B” (F) after proper time t can be written as 

Fgt) = ;crt (1 + cos Amd t) , (1) 

where Am, is the mass difference between the mass eigenstates, I’ is the decay width 

for both states and I’, denotes the probability to remain ‘unmixed’. The effects of 

CP violation are assumed to be small and are neglected. Similarly, the probability 

that the same initial state will ‘mix’ and decay as its antiparticle is 

P,(t) = p (1 - cos Am, t) . (2) 

This paper presents the current status of a measurement made with the SLD 

detector of time dependent Bj mixing. The measurement presented here uses a 

sample of 150,000 hadronic 2’ decays collected between 1993 and 1995 by the SLD 

experiment at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). Th e analysis determines the B decay 

length by intersecting a high (p, pt) lepton track with a topologically reconstructed D 

meson. Events are categorized as mixed or unmixed on the basis of flavor tags which 

- determine the particle-antiparticle nature of the B at production (the initial state 

at t=O) and decay (final state). The initial state is tagged as having originated from 

a b or a b quark using a polarized b asymmetry plus jet charge tag. The polarization 

tag, unique to the SLD experiment, is a very powerful tag of the initial state. The 

final state is tagged using the sign of the lepton. 

2 Event Selection and Vertexing 

The first step in this analysis is to reconstruct the charged track topology of semilep- 

tonic B decays. The algorithm reconstructs both B and cascade D vertices. The B 
vertex contains the lepton and at most one other track, and the D vertex contains 

two, three or four tracks. This topological technique does not use the charge corre- 

lation between the lepton and the D vertex but determines the total charge of the B 
meson from the sum of charges in the B and D vertices. The final charge assignment 

purity will be somewhat diluted, however, due to the fraction of decays of the type 
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B+ --) D**ol+ v which can yield two slow transition pions at the B vertex. (Charge 

conjugation is implied throughout this paper.) 

2.1 The SLD Detector 

This analysis relies on SLD’s calorimetry and tracking systems (detailed descriptions 

can be found in Ref. [l]). The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) provides excellent 

solid-angle coverage (1 COST] < 0.84 and 0.82 < ] cos 61 < 0.98 in the barrel and end- 

cap regions, respectively). The Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) also covers much of 

the solid-angle (I cos 01 < 0.95) and provides maximal muon identification efficiency 

for ] cos 01 < 0.60. The LAC is divided longitudinally into two sections with energy 

resolution in the electromagnetic section measured to be u/E = 15%/,/m, 

and that in the hadronic section estimated to be GO%/dm. Tracking is pro- 

vided by the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) and the CCD pixel Vertex Detector 
(VXD) with maximal track reconstruction efficiency for ]cos0] < 0.74. Charged 

tracks are first reconstructed in the CDC and linked with clusters in the VXD, and 

then a combined fit is performed. The momentum resolution of the combined fit 

is u,,/pl = \/(0.01)2 + (O.O026/p~)~, where pl is the track momentum transverse 

to the beam direction in GeV/c. The impact parameter resolution was measured 

using the miss distance between the two tracks in 2’ + p+p- decays. This yields a 

high-momentum single-track resolution of 11 pm in the plane perpendicular to the 

beam direction (zy plane) and 38 pm in the plane containing the beam axis (r,z 

plane). 

The position of the micron-sized SLC Interaction Point (IP) in the xy plane is 

reconstructed with a measured precision of 01~ = (7 f 2) pm using tracks in sets 

of N 30 sequential hadronic 2’ decays. The z position of the 2’ primary vertex is 

determined on an event-by-event basis using the median z position of tracks at their 

point-of-closest-approach to the IP in the xy plane. The simulation described below 

estimates a precision of N 52 pm in this quantity for 2’ + bb decays [l]. 

2.2 Detector Simulation 

The mixing measurement relies on a Monte Carlo simulation based on the JETSET 

7.4 event generator[2] and the GEANT 3.21 detector simulation package[3]. The 

b-quark fragmentation followed the Peterson et al. parametrization[4]. B mesons 

were generated with mean lifetime r = 1.55 ps and B baryons with r = 1.10 
ps. B hadron decays were modelled according to the CLEO B decay model [5] 

tuned to reproduce the spectra and multiplicities of leptons, charmed hadrons, pions, 

kaons, and protons, measured at the T(4S) by ARGUS and CLEO [6]-[7]. B baryon 

and charmed hadron decays were modelled using JETSET with, in the latter case, 
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branching fractions tuned to existing measurements[l5]. 

2.3 Lepton Identification 

Electron candidates are required to have a measured energy in the LAC which agrees 
with the momentum of the associated track measured in the CDC, to have little or 

no LAC hadronic energy, and to have a front/back electromagnetic energy ratio 

consistent with that expected for electrons[9]. Muon candidates are required to 

have a good match between hits found in the WIC and tracks extrapolated from 

the CDC, taking into account track extrapolation errors and multiple scattering[9]. 

To enhance the fraction of 2’ -+ b b events with relatively small loss in efficiency, 

lepton candidates are required to pass relatively loose cuts: total momentum p > 2 

GeV/c and momentum transverse to the nearest jet pt > 0.4 GeV/c (where jets are 

found from calorimeter clusters using the JADE algorithm [lo] with ycut = 0.005). 

Application of these cuts yields a sample of 34K events, including approximately 
75% of the electrons and muons from semileptonic B decays within ] cos 61 < 0.6. 

2.4 Vertex Reconstruction 

The B and D decay vertex reconstruction proceeds separately for each event hemi- 
sphere containing a lepton using a multi-pass algorithm which operates on those 

tracks which have at least one VXD hit and are classified as either primary or sec- 

ondary. The first step of this track classification scheme is to remove tracks from 

identified 7 conversions, or from identified K” or A decays. The remaining tracks are 

classified as primary unless their 3-D impact parameter with respect to the primary 

vertex > 3.50 and their momentump > 0.8 GeV/c, in which case they are classified 

as secondary. 

In the first pass, the event hemisphere containing the lepton candidate is required 

to contain no more than four secondary tracks (excluding the lepton) and a D vertex 

is constructed using all such tracks (vertex cuts are defined below). The D trajectory, 

found from the D vertex and the total momentum vector of tracks included in the 

vertex, must intersect the lepton to form a valid (one-prong) B vertex solution. 

If this step is successful, an attempt is made to form a two-prong B vertex by 

attaching one primary track to the lepton near the point of intersection. This first 

pass identifies 91% of the final candidates. In the second pass, the first pass successes 

are allowed to be modified by searching for primary tracks which can be added to the 

existing D vertex. This search is successful for 40% of the initial pass 1 candidates 

and they are reclassified as pass 2. Multiple solutions are sorted on the basis of the 

smallest impact parameter between the D trajectory and the lepton or B vertex. 

The third pass is performed on those,hemispheres in which no pass 1 candidate was 

identified. In this pass, a search is made for solutions in which one secondary track 
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B Vertex D Vertex Data MC 
1 prong 2 prong 519 (38.0 f 1.3)% 33.7% 

B+ 1 prong 4 prong 115 (8.4 f 0.8)% 10.1% 
2 prong 3 prong 149 (10.9 f 0.8)% 10.0% 
1 prong 3 prong 341 (24.9 f 1.2)% 28.7% 

B0 2 prong 2 prong 175 (12.8 f 0.9)% 12.7% 
2 prong 4 prong 68 (5.0 f O.S)% 4.8% 

Table 1: Summary of reconstructed topologies, including the fraction of the total 

number of semileptonic B decay candidates for data and Monte Carlo simulation. 

makes a valid B vertex with the lepton, the remaining secondary tracks form a D 
vertex, and the D trajectory intersects the B vertex. This third pass identifies the 

remaining 9% of the final candidates. In all passes, at most one track is added to 

the lepton to form the B vertex and at most two tracks are added to the original D 
vertex. 

The requirements for tracks to form a D vertex are: the absolute value of the 

charge 5 1, the mass (charged tracks assumed to be r’s) < 1.98 GeV, the vertex 

displacement from the IP > 4 u and < 2.5 cm, and the vertex x2 (2,3,4 prongs) 

< (4,12,20). Th e requirements for tracks to form a B vertex are: the absolute 

value of the total charge (B +D) 5 1, the mass (B + D tracks) > 1.4 GeV, the 

observed decay length (displacement from IP) > 0.08 cm and < 2.4 cm, and the 

momentum of the non-lepton track (if any) > 0.4 GeV/c. The requirements for the 

D vertex to be linked to the B vertex are: the distance between D and B vertices 

- > 200 pm, and for one-prong B, the distance of closest approach of the D vector 

with the lepton, < (130,100,70) pm for (2, 3, 4) prong D vertices, while for two- 

prong B, the three-dimensional impact parameter of the D vector with respect to 

the B vertex < 200 pm. 

The analysis described above isolates 1367 semileptonic B decay candidates. Of 

these, 783 are reconstructed as charged decays and 584 as neutral decays, with the 

topological breakdown given in Table 1 together with predictions from the simula- 

tion. Only the neutral decays are used in this analysis. A few candidates are lost 

due to a lack of a polarization measurement, bringing the total number of neutral 

candidates used in the fits to 581. Using the Monte Carlo simulation, the efficiency 

for reconstructing a semileptonic B decay is estimated to be 24% for decays with 

an identified lepton within I cos 191 < 0.6. 

Monte Carlo studies show that neutral sample is 99.1% pure in B hadrons. The 

simulated flavor contents are 19.6% Bz, 60.8% Bz, 14.0% Bz, and 4.7% B baryons 

for the neutral sample. The rate of lepton mis-tagging (wrong sign leptons) is 15% 

for charge zero vertices, as determined from our simulation. 
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Checks of the charge assignment algorithm have been performed and are detailed 

in Ref. [12]. 

3 Flavor Tagging 

In the second part of this analysis the candidate events are categorized as mixed 

or unmixed. In order to do this, it is necessary to determine the B or B nature of 
the candidate at both production (initial state, t=O) and decay (final state). The 

initial state flavor tagging takes advantage of the large polarized forward-backward 
asymmetry for 2’ + bz decays and also uses a jet charge technique. The final state 

flavor tag uses the sign of the high pt lepton. 

The large forward-backward asymmetry for 2’ + bz decays is used as an efficient 

tag of the initial state flavor. The effective analyzing power for the polarization tag 

is given by the forward-backward asymmetry in 2 production, 

&ml= 2fb F; ;“a 1 ,c;o;oT , 
e e 

(3) 

where Ab = 0.94, A, = 0.155, P, is the electron beam longitudinal polarization, 
and 0~ is the angle between the thrust axis and the electron beam direction (the 
thrust axis is signed such that it points in the same hemisphere as the reconstructed 

vertex). This yields a correct tag probability of 76% (62%) for an average electron 

polarization P, = 77% (63%). Th e correct tag probability is expressed as 

&ml = ;( 1 + A,,[) . (4) 

The separation of events originating from b vs. b quarks is shown in Fig. la. 

A jet charge technique is also used in addition to the polarized forward-backward 

asymmetry. For this tag, tracks in the hemisphere opposite that of the reconstructed 

vertex are selected. These tracks are required to have momentum transverse to the 

beam axis pl > 0.15 GeV/c, total momentum p < 50 GeV/c, impact parameter in 

the plane perpendicular to the beam axis 6 < 2 cm, distance between the primary 

vertex and the track at the point of closest approach along the beam axis AZ < 10 

cm, and ]COS~] < 0.8. With these tracks, an opposite hemisphere momentum- 

weighted track charge is defined as 

(5) 

where pi is the electric charge of track i, p’i its momentum vector, ?’ is the thrust axis 

direction, and K is a coefficient chosen to be 0.5 to maximize the separation between 
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Figure 1: Initial state tag variables for data (points) and MC (solid line) with MC 

b and 5 quark components (dashed and dotted lines respectively). 

b and & quarks. The separation is shown in Fig. lb. The probability for correctly 

tagging an initial state b quark in the vertex hemisphere can be parameterized as 

Pjet = ’ 1 + e&jet ’ (6) 

_ where the coefficient cr = -0.26 as determined using the Monte Carlo simulation. 

This technique yields an overall correct tag probability of 68% and is essentially 

independent of the polarized forward-backward asymmetry tag. 

The two initial state tags can be combined to form an overall initial state tag. 

The correct sign probability for the combined tag can be written as 

PpolPjet 

’ = Ppolpjet + (1 - Ppol)( 1 - Pjet) ’ 
(7) 

The combination of the two tags yields an overall correct tag probability of 80%. 

The sign of the high Pt lepton in the final state tags the B at decay with high 

probability. The correct tag probability as determined from the Monte Carlo is 85%. 
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4 Blj-Bj Mixing Measurement 

The initial state tag probability Pi (Eq. 7) and the probability of the final state tag 

Pf each have an analyzing power a;~ = 12Pq - 11. The probability of mixing, that 

is a Bi vertex produced by a decaying b (6) quark that originated as a 5 (b) quark is 

PM = pi(b)Pj(J) + pi(QPj(b) (8) 

with overall tag analyzing power at = aiaf. The Bi time dependent mixing param- 

eter is extracted using a x2 fit of the data mixed fraction to the Monte Carlo in 

bins of reconstructed decay length. The mixed fraction in each bin is the number of 

events tagged as mixed (PM > 0.5) divided by the total. Each entry is weighted by 
at to optimize the tag information. 

The x2 fit is made to the MC for a range of Am, values by generating MC mixed 

fraction distributions for arbitrary Am, in the following way. The MC B$’ mixing 

is ‘switched off’ by reversing the sign of the final state tag if the vertex is a Bi 
decay resulting from a b/8 quark which had mixed at the MC truth level. From this 

Am, = 0.0 MC d’ t ‘b t’ IS rr u ions are generated labeled MO and Us for vertices tagged 

as mixed (PM > 0.5) and unmixed (PM < 0.5) respectively with entries weighted 

by at. Corresponding distributions for arbitrary Am,, labeled MAmd and VA,,, are 

then generated by combining the entries in MO and Us using a further weight IV: 

W = fc 1 + cos(Am&)) , (9) 

which is the probability that a b quark remains a b quark given the mixing parameter 

Am, and a Bi meson decaying after the MC proper time t. The weight is calculated 

and applied to each entry in the original histograms as indicated below 

MA,, =WMo+(1-IV)&, 

UAmd =WU,+(1-IV)&. 

The MC mixed fraction Mcl~~~~~_d follows trivially and the x2 of the data fit to the 

MC is determined as a function of the MC Am, in order to derive the Bi mixing 

parameter in the data. 

The unmixed and mixed decay length distributions for the neutral vertex selected 

sample are shown in Fig. 2(a,b). Th e mixed fraction as a function of decay length 

is shown in Fig. 2(c). Superimposed on this figure is the best Monte Carlo fit to the 

data, as well as the Monte Carlo prediction when mixing is turned off. The data 

shows a significant deviation from the no mixing result. In Fig. 2(d) the results of 
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SLPPreliminary: Neutral B Vertex 
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Figure 2: Fraction of mixed decays as a function of decay length for the lepton 

tag analysis. Sh own are data (points), best fit MC (dashed histograms) and MC 

without Bj mixing (dotted histograms). 

the chi-square fit are shown as a function of the mixing parameter. The fit finds a 

minimum at Arnd = 0.452 f 0.074. 
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SLPPreliminaty: Charged B Vertex 
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Figure 3: Fraction of mixed decays as a function of decay length for the lepton tag 

analysis when charged vertices are selected. As expected, the mixing signal vanishes. 

It is interesting also to see what result is obtained if one chooses the charged 

vertex sample rather than the neutral vertex sample. In Fig. 3 we display the results 

of the analysis performed on the charged vertex sample. As one would expect from 

a sample dominated by B*, the mixing signal vanishes. 
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5 Systematic Uncertainties 

The total systematic error extracted below includes effects due to the uncertainty 

in the detector and physics modeling, and in the fitting technique. The results are 

summarized in Table 2. 

The systematic contribution due to uncertainties in detector modeling include 

tracking efficiency, detector resolution, and lepton identification. A discrepancy in 

the average number of tracks was observed comparing data and Monte Carlo simula- 

tion. This was corrected for in the simulation by removing the appropriate number 
of tracks, taking into account the dependence of the effect on track pi, cos0, az- 

imuthal angle and angle between the track and the nearest jet axis. On average, 

3.8% of the tracks used in this analysis were removed from the simulation. We as- 

signed as a systematic uncertainty the entire difference between fit results obtained 

with and without this track efficiency correction. Detailed checks of the track reso- 

lution modeling were also performed. It was found that the simulation reproduces 

the distribution of the track impact parameter in the rq5 plane very well, but ap- 

peared to be somewhat narrower than the data in the core of the impact parameter 

distribution in the rz plane. This is attributed to residual misalignments within 
the VXD. A correction was applied to account for this and the quoted systematic 

uncertainty corresponds to the difference between results obtained with and without 

this correction. 

We have studied the sensitivity of the measurement to the production charac- 
teristics of B hadrons in 2 decays, as well as to the B and D decay models. The 

uncertainty in the fragmentation of the b-quark was studied by varying the value 

_ of c in the Peterson et al. fragmentation parametrization, such as to modify the 

mean fractional energy of B hadrons according to (XE) = 0.700 f 0.011[13]. The 

dependence on the shape of the (XE) distribution was also included in the total 

fragmentation uncertainty[ 141. 

The sensitivity to the B decay model was investigated by varying branching 

ratios, track multiplicities and lifetimes. 

The sensitivity of the result to the fit range and binning was investigated by 

repeating the fit for a number of different binnings and decay length ranges. 

6 Summary 

From our preliminary analysis we find a mass difference between the two Bj mass 

eigenstates of, Amd = 0.452 f 0.074(&t) f O.O49(syst) ps-‘. 

We thank the personnel of the SLAC accelerator department and the technical 
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Tracking efficiency 
Detector resolution 
Lepton mis-ID 

0.017 Track Eff C 0 /off 
0.010 VXD z-correzE& &/Off 
0.003 *lo% 

b fragmentation 
Bd liyetime 
Z?, lifetime 
B baryon lifetime 
Z3, fraction in bb 
B baryon fraction in bb 
Z3, mixing 
b-c+1 
B.R. & + c --) Z/b + c -+ Z) 
B.R. B + D**Zv/B + ZvX) 

I B.R. B + DDX) 

0.009 
0.004 
0.009 
0.003 
0.004 
0.002 
0.009 
0.003 
0.003 
0.007 
0.002 

(ZE) = 0.700 & .Oll & shape 
1.55 f 0.10 ps 
1.55 f 0.15 ps 
1.10 f 0.11 ps 
(11.5 f 4)% 
(7.2 f 4)% 
Am, = [5, oo]ps-* 

I 

9.3 f 0.5)% 
40.7 f 4)% 
23.2 f ll)% 
15 f 5)% 

Charm lifetime 0.004 D”,Df,D,,h, 

Tagging parameters 0.011 P, f l.O%, Ab f 0.04%, CY f 10% 

Fit Systematics 
MC Statistics 

i.iWT Decay Length binning & range 
. 

Total 0.049 

Table 2: Summary of contributions to the systematic uncertainty in Am, for the 

lepton tag analysis. 

staffs of our collaborating institutions for their outstanding efforts. 
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